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Abstract 
The meaningful integration and comprehen-
sion of data from many different sources poses 
a difficult challenge for the Intelligence Com-
munity. Establishing the underlying semantics 
of that data and developing semantics for new 
or specialized scenarios is a key part of the so-
lution to that challenge. The emerging Seman-
tic Web technologies address this challenge by 
developing an 'open network' of formally de-
scribed concepts, in which the publication of a 
formal ontology allows other users to re-use 
concepts when describing new knowledge. 
This vision requires that the tasks of knowl-
edge entry and review are conducted in an en-
vironment providing direct, intuitive access to 
the formally defined meanings of existing 
concepts, and tools to determine relationships 
between concepts which may have been com-
posed in isolation from each other. We outline 
this vision and describe an initial implementa-
tion of a software suite, Collaborative Ontol-
ogy Environment (COE), which uses concept 
mapping and cluster analysis to provide an on-
tology composition, comprehension, and reuse 
framework. 

1. Introduction 
The Intelligence Community is faced with the chal-
lenge of integrating data from numerous different 
sources at varying levels of resolution, and compre-
hending the importance of that data with respect to 
well-understood threat scenarios as well as one-off 
events (Semy et al. 2004). It is not possible to sur-
mount this challenge simply with more databases, or 
standardized schemas on top of existing databases 
(Berners-Lee et al. 2001), because that does not ad-
dress the need for developing a collaborative agree-

ment on semantic meaning of the data, or provide tools 
that permit operators using or developing this shared 
meaning to understand the extent and limitations of 
their efforts. 

The Semantic Web (henceforth SW) envisions a 
planet-wide network of content expressed in formal 
ontologies. It provides a growing set of standards 
(RDF, OWL, SWRL) and a growing body of available 
software for realizing this vision (Berners-Lee et al. 
2001). The high-level nature of ontology content, and 
the universal use of Web conventions (URIs, XML) 
together provide new opportunities for formal and 
semi-formal knowledge from a wide variety of sources 
and formats, ranging from free-text archives to tabular 
databases, to be used together effectively in a distrib-
uted information network. 

In order to be fully effective, such a network of for-
mally expressed content must have many conceptual 
connections between its components. It is not practica-
ble to impose a single uniform conceptual framework 
on all users of an entire network and this is not neces-
sary for successful integration. The SW vision might 
be called ‘voluntary syndication’ of knowledge compo-
sition: a distributed network of linked mini-ontologies 
integrated into a connected web by their re-use of con-
cepts; and composed by subject-matter experts or small 
teams, rather than professional ontology engineers. 
(Although there is no requirement of small size, simple 
considerations of cost, both of composition and net-
work transfer, suggest that small ontologies will out-
number large ones.) This notion of ‘linking’ is central: 
we mean simply that these pieces of formalized knowl-
edge will re-use the same concepts, and thereby 
achieve interoperability simply by, as it were, being 
written in the same language. 

Conventional ontology-authoring tools such as Pro-
tégé (Noy et al. 2001) were developed to help design-
ers of large, often proprietary, ontologies that are in-
tended for use by specialists in highly technical do-
mains. Such ontologies are analogous to large pieces of 



Figure 1: COE concept map interface with template side panel. 

software, and their development proceeds similarly, 
with sharply distinct populations of developers and 
users. Such ‘knowledge models’ are often intended to 
provide checks on correctness or conformity of data. 
Although SW technology can, and will, make use of 
such highly developed knowledge models, the role of 
ontology on the SW undergoes a fundamental change: 
rather than input to specialized data handlers, it is seen 
as a form of public markup. The concepts are spread all 
over the network, and achieve their power from the 
extent of their re-use, and linkages to other concepts on 
the distributed network. If my OWL ontology uses a 
concept from your OWL ontology, then an agent (hu-
man or software) using my ontology is also able to ex-
tract relevant content from yours, and use them to-
gether to draw conclusions (by applying any inference 
scheme which conforms to the OWL semantics (Patel-
Schneider et al. 2004)). This not only creates an oppor-
tunity for ontology authors, but also an obligation on 
them to re-use concepts in ways that are consistent 
with their expression in those original ontologies. To 
achieve this, new knowledge exploration and composi-
tion tools are needed. The body of this paper describes 
such a prototype system, COE, based on technology 
that has been successfully applied in education and 
training applications (Cañas et al. 2004). 

COE is a suite of Java-based tools for displaying and 
editing OWL content in the form of simple node-link 
diagrams called concept maps (Cmaps), translating 
these from and into the OWL/RDF/XML interchange 
notation, searching through ontologies to locate poten-

tially useful concepts, and locating clusters of contex-
tually relevant concepts in existing ontologies. The 
software is freely available for testing and can be 
downloaded from http://homam.ihmc.us. 

2. Concept Mapping and Ontologies 
Concept maps (Novak 1977; Novak and Gowin, 1984) 
are collections of propositions, which can be seen as 
simplified natural language sentences, displayed as a 
two-dimensional network of labeled nodes and links. 
Concept maps are “informal” representations that fa-
cilitate knowledge capture for human examination and 
sharing; they have been primarily used in educational 
and training settings. CmapTools (Cañas et al. 2004), 
on which COE is based, allows users to build knowl-
edge models consisting of sets of interconnected con-
cept maps annotated with material such as text docu-
ments, diagrams, and video clips. It provides rich, 
searchable, browsable knowledge models available for 
navigation and collaboration across geographically-
distant sites. It supports both synchronous and asyn-
chronous methods for collaborative map development. 
CmapTools have been downloaded to approximately 
30,000 institutions worldwide and have been used as a 
tool for knowledge acquisition and as a GUI to exper-
tise-capturing software (Briggs et al. 2004; Coffey J. 
W. 1999; Clark et al. 2001). The success of the Cmap-
Tools interface stems from its flexibility and ease of 
use by subject-matter experts and its ability to repre-
sent complex networks of relationships in ways that 



foster understanding and permit rapid visual inspec-
tion. 

COE is comprised of a set of Java modules that ex-
tend CmapTools with features that are particularly ori-
ented towards the expression of formalized SW ontolo-
gies, while retaining and extending the human-oriented 
advantages of the concept map interface. The purpose 
is to give domain experts the ability to construct, share, 
and examine Web ontologies. The system supports im-
porting, editing, and storing of OWL Ontologies in the 
form of concept maps, exporting concept maps to 
OWL/XML files, searching for concepts and properties 
in existing concept maps and Web ontologies, and ex-
amining the different roles which concepts play in 
other ontologies, which gives composers the ability to 
choose appropriate concepts for their ontologies. 

2 .1.  Representing Ontologies as Cmaps 
To bridge the gap between the informal nature of con-
cept maps and the formal, machine-readable Web on-
tology languages, COE uses a set of conventions and 
guidelines that enables users to construct syntactically 
valid Web ontologies using the concept-mapping inter-
face. These conventions retain as far as possible an 
intuitive reading of the concept map while faithfully 
capturing the precision of the OWL syntax, and are 
based on a few basic ideas (which make them easy to 
learn). English words and phrases are used as far as 
possible, and we avoid the ‘mathematical logic’ termi-
nology that pervades the OWL documentation. For 
example, the fact that land regions are topographical 
regions would be represented in OWL-XML syntax by 
saying that LandRegion is a ‘subclass’ of Topographi-
calRegion; in COE, as shown in Figure 1, it is rendered 
using a link labeled ‘are’ from the subject to the object 
of the sentence, mirroring the syntax of a simple Eng-
lish sentence and avoiding the (logically accurate but 
conceptually jarring) use of the ‘subclass’ terminology. 

Similarly, the fact that all parents of humans must be 
human (itself an illustration of the kind of mundane 
fact that must be rendered explicitly in a formal ontol-
ogy) would be rendered in OWL syntax by creating a 
restriction class on the property hasParent to the class 
Human, and then asserting that Human is a subclass of 
it. In COE such a restriction is written as a single link 
(constructed by a single mouse operation) with a spe-
cial ‘must be’ label (selected by a single motion from a 
pulldown menu). It can be read directly as slightly bro-
ken English to be a kind of ‘note’ attached to the cate-
gory. Figure 1 illustrates two restrictions involving the 
classes LandRegion, LandSurfaceLayer, Landwater-
SurfaceLayer and TerrestrialEcosystem and the proper-
ties isPartOf and hasEcosystemType. 

Some OWL constructions do not transcribe into any-
thing remotely resembling idiomatic English, and so 
are rendered in COE using graphical or labeling con-
ventions. As a side effect, we have found that import-
ing OWL ontologies into COE often makes their essen-

tial nature quickly apparent. It is easy to distinguish 
ontologies which are largely taxonomic, since COE 
displays the subclass links with a distinctive blue color 
and connects them together into a tree or graph. On-
tologies which are less concerned with classes and 
more with relationships (called properties in OWL) 
have many dotted links, arising from COE‘s display of 
domain and range information. Strict concept defini-
tions (which are quite rare in OWL, for technical rea-
sons) are clearly marked by red links (see Figure 1); 
and so on. COE’s visual layout also draws attention to 
‘missing’ information, which is regrettably common in 
OWL formalizations, such as unspecified class names 
or missing domain and range information. 

Space does not allow a detailed description of the 
COE conventions, which can be obtained from the 
website. Some general aspects of the design are impor-
tant, however. 

First, it reflects a basic idea which is easy to grasp 
and which it uses consistently: properties always label 
links, classes and individual things label nodes (the 
various OWL categories of ‘thing’ are indicated by the 
style of the node rendering.) Properties of a property 
(that it is transitive, such as ancestorOf, or symmetric, 
such as brother) are indicated by extra tags on the link 
label, and OWL restrictions on a property are indicated 
by predefined phrases such as must be, can be, exactly 
one, at least 3 that are attached to the property name as 
part of the link label. This link/node conceptual disci-
pline is notably absent from the XML syntax for OWL, 
which treats all entities similarly.  

Second, the automatic layout algorithm embedded in 
COE is critical to the tool’s utility. It has been care-
fully adapted to the display of OWL ontologies, which 
are impossibly ‘tangled’ (i.e., non-planar) when con-
sidered as abstract graphs. The COE layout uses heuris-
tics to determine when it would be good to ‘clone’ a 
node, i.e., to split off part of the graph and display it as 
a separate piece of the concept map. It also uses heuris-
tics to guess which parts of the OWL file are best 
grouped together into a single tree. The CmapTools 
software allows for search, rapid navigation and image 
zooming through large ontology maps using text-based 
matching on concept names. We have found that the 
conceptualization of an ontology as something dis-
played on a surface, and the associated metaphors of 
moving and looking more closely are powerful user 
aids in organizing and comprehending large bodies of 
information. 

2.2.  Templates for Composing Ontologies 
Users can construct ontologies by direct manipulation 
of the CmapTools interface, but for several of the 
OWL constructs, this requires a number of steps to 
make the appropriate linkages and set the box and line 
styles according to convention. To ease this, COE pro-
vides templates for commonly used OWL structures 
such as Union, Intersection, and Restriction. An exam-



ple of a template, for the OWL intersectionOf restric-
tion–intuitively expressed by the words ‘all of’–is 
shown in Figure 1. The text enclosed in brackets is 
meant for user replacement, and will generate an error 
at export time if left in the ontology map by mistake. 
Users can drag and drop these templates from the side 
panel and onto an existing node, replacing the root ele-
ment of the template, or directly onto the ontology map 
canvas. 

For example, Figure 2 shows the incremental con-
struction of a subclass of LandRegion called WetLan-
dRegion. Step one shows the result of dragging the A is 
B template (which simply has the nodes <subclass> 
are <class>) and dropping it on the existing LandRe-
gion node. In step 2, the user types in the new subclass 
name, WetLandRegion, and then drags the Class prop-
erty to Class template and drops it on WetLandRegion. 
The relation space:isPartOf is typed in, and the must 
be modifier is selected from a pulldown menu located 
to the right of the relation typing area (not shown). 
Finally, we drag the template element labeled <class> 
to the existing node labeled LandwaterSurfaceLayer, 
which merges the two nodes, yielding the final result in 
rectangle 3. It is much quicker to do than it is to de-
scribe.  

3. Cluster-Based Vicinity Concepts 
COE incorporates a cluster-based vicinity concepts 
view that complements COE’s definitional view by 
showing concepts from existing ontologies that are 
relevant to the COE user’s current focus. The view is 
powered by Pragati, Inc.’s Multi-Viewpoint Clustering 
Analysis (MVP-CA) software (Mehrotra et al. 2002), 
an instance of which is maintained on a Web server at 
IHMC. MVP-CA is an integrated suite of cluster-based 
cognitive assistance tools based around the core capa-
bility of grouping concepts that occur in similar con-
texts, but for which direct formal relationships do not 
necessarily exist (Mehrotra 2002). These vicinity con-
cepts aid the user’s comprehension of existing ontolo-
gies and lead to “fortuitous” reuse opportunities—even 
when the source ontologies are unfamiliar to the user. 
 

3.1.  Finding Relevant Concepts 
MVP-CA’s clustering engine applies a hierarchical, 
agglomerative, clustering algorithm to group similar 

OWL concepts into the clusters that underlie the vicin-
ity concepts view. A simple wizard-based interface 
enables users to cluster ontologies with minimal 
knowledge of the underlying mechanism. For advanced 
users who require finer-grained control, detailed pars-
ing and clustering parameters are available. An analy-
sis subsystem provides multiple views of the clusters, 
and can use statistics- and heuristics-based algorithms 
to rank and filter them based on their probable value to 
the user. 

Figure 2: Using templates to create WetLandRegion. 

As illustrated in the figures, node labels in OWL on-
tologies are typically composite terms formed by con-
catenating English words. Although not mandated by 
any formal standards, this is a widely used convention 
for producing intuitively readable labels for complex 
concepts. MVP-CA exploits this common practice by 
decomposing concept labels into text fragments that are 
primary inputs to its clustering system. 

When a COE user queries the vicinity concepts view 
for a concept of interest, a web services-based query 
server returns a set of focus clusters that are relevant to 
the query. A client-side component, running in the 
COE environment, renders the focus clusters as a set of 
Euler diagrams. The user can interact with the dia-
grams by moving, zooming, and sending information 
about concepts to other areas of the COE interface. 

To determine which clusters are relevant to a query, 
the system employs a two-stage search algorithm. In 
the first stage, it finds concepts that textually match the 
query, based on simple substring comparisons. The 
second stage finds the focus clusters in which the 
matching concepts have stabilized—that is, the small-
est clusters that fully contain the matching concepts. 

Each diagram contains two regions, one nested in-
side the other. The outer region shows those concepts 
that stabilized in the focus cluster; the inner region 
shows the concepts that stabilized in sub-clusters of the 
focus cluster. Due to the hierarchical nature of the clus-
tering algorithm, all concepts in the inner region are 
also stable with respect to the focus cluster. 

3.2.  Case Studies 
When a user issues a vicinity concepts query, the sys-
tem searches all clusters in the query server’s reposi-
tory. These clusters may be based on multiple ontolo-
gies, or on combinations of ontologies. For example, in 
Figure 3a, the query term region finds clusters from 



both the Wine sample ontology and JPL’s SWEET 
Earth Realms1 ontology. In this case, the clusters from 
the two ontologies are quite different, which is unsur-
prising given the minimal overlap between the do-
mains. The Wine cluster contains concepts relating to 
the types of wines produced in different regions. The 
two clusters from Earth Realms show different aspects 
of region within that ontology: the first cluster groups 
region-related concepts based on administrative 
boundaries, while the second, which contains the first 
cluster but is broader in scope, includes geographical 
features such as volcanoes and beaches. 

Figure 3b shows the complementary nature of the 
collaboration between COE and Pragati’s tool suite. A 
portion of COE’s definitional view for the Earth 
Realms ontology appears in the left panel; the right 
panel shows vicinity concepts for one cluster found by 
the query layer. COE’s definitional view provides the 
user with the ontological details necessary to define 
and modify OWL concepts. The vicinity concepts 
view, on the other hand, exposes a number of contextu-
ally related concepts, including SeaSurface, WaterSur-
face, LandSurface, Mesopause, Stratopause, and 
Topopause, that aid the COE user’s understanding and 
present potential reuse opportunities. 

The system selected the cluster shown because, 
based on a simple substring match, isLayerUpper-
BoundaryOf meets the user’s layer query. However, 
the vicinity concepts shown are far from the results of 
a simple grep operation—the concepts clustered to-
gether due to the aggregate similarity of their defini-
tions, not necessarily or exclusively because they all 
reference isLayerUpperBoundaryOf. Some of the con-
cepts in the cluster, e.g., Mesopause (shown in the 
                                                 

1 The SWEET Earth Realm ontology can be found at 
http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/sweet/earthrealm.owl 

COE view) and WaterSurface do define restrictions on 
the isLayerUpperBoundaryOf property. However, oth-
ers, e.g., WaterSurfaceLayer, do not directly reference 
isLayerUpperBoundaryOf at all. WaterSurfaceLayer 
appears in this cluster because, among other character-
istics, it isAdjacentTo WaterSurface. Inter-concept 
similarity may be due to similar restriction declara-
tions, parallel disjointness relationships, inverses, etc., 
or, usually, combinations thereof. 

By exposing contextually related conceptual mod-
ules in the system, clustering reveals intuitive informa-
tion about the knowledge base that formal analysis 
cannot easily achieve. Through an intelligent, user-
directed search, the vicinity concepts view reduces in-
formation overload for ontology developers, signifi-
cantly lowering the knowledge entry barrier. Most 
critically for our point, it provides a unique way for 
users to access concepts in existing network content 
and gain insight into their ontological utility. 

4. Related and Future Work 
The promise of the Semantic Web has sparked consid-
erable interest in tools to aid the construction of on-
tologies (Clark et al. 2001; Davies et al. 2003; Farqu-
har et al. 1997). A prominent example is the Protégé 
knowledge acquisition tool built at Stanford University 
(Noy et al. 2001). Since its inception in the mid-1980s, 
the tool has undergone several revisions, offering today 
a variety of plug-ins to extend its capabilities. Similar 
in spirit to our work are the visualization plug-ins for 
Protégé such as ezOWL or Jambalaya (ezOWL 2004; 
Ernst, N.A. and Storey, M.-A. 2003). These interfaces 
are closely related to graphical software modeling tools 
such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) which 
use a specific set of graphical notations to represent a 
design. 

Figure 3a: Vicinity concepts for region. Figure 3b: Ontological and vicinity views displayed together. 

 



Our system differs from these software tools in that 
it provides an abstraction from the intricate details en-
coded in Web ontologies, allowing users to focus on 
the conceptual nature of the ontology design, while at 
the same time providing the ability to export strict 
OWL/XML content. The abstraction and the simplicity 
of the concept-mapping interface make our tool acces-
sible to a broad group of individuals without the need 
for extensive training; and it is thoroughly integrated 
with the current generation of Web standards. 

By developing improved cluster filtering algorithms, 
we hope to further reduce information overload. Addi-
tionally, we plan to implement a semi-automated clus-
ter categorization system that will enable users to di-
rect their cluster-based queries with greater precision. 

5. Summary 
The Semantic Web vision requires tools to allow users 
with different technical backgrounds to collaborate in 
the construction of distributed knowledge bases. COE 
is a prototype of such a tool, combining an intuitive 
graphical user interface based on concept maps that 
facilitate ontology construction and understanding with 
sophisticated cluster concept analysis to aid the search 
for relevant concepts. All the components of COE have 
been used successfully in related areas, and we are con-
fident that this basic design will become the preferred 
technique for composing knowledge intended to be 
accessed from, and contribute to, a distributed informa-
tion Web.  
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